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We exist to create efficient and attractive 

workplace environments, embracing all 
aspects of your project, from concept to 

completion,  We also strive to maintain a 

secure and elevating work environment for all 
of our employees. 

We will earn the right to be the "Company of 
your Choice" when considering improvements 

to, or a transformation of, your workplace 

environments!

The environment is everybody's to enjoy and 

everybody's t preserve.  This is where we can play 

our part.  At Accent Environments we are proud to 

provide products that  qualify for Level, LEED, 
SCS, FSC or Greenguard Certification.  Our 
products are all sourced from sustainable 

resources to reduce impact on the environments.  
 

We pay strict attention to ensure efficiency in 

transporting our products from receiving to 

shipping, to reduce greenhouse gases, but still 
succeeding in delivery customer satisfaction. 
 

In our corporate office and warehouse we follow 

our company environmental policy.  All used 

paper is shredded and where possible any other 
materials that can be recycled are recycled to 

help reduce waste and preserve the 

environments.

Every relationship and transaction
is governed by honesty, trust and 

sincerity.  
 

We strive for Perfection... 
Every time... 
 

Consistent, sustainable 

development of relationships, 
individuals, and company 

prosperity.

Integrity: 
 
 
 
Excellence: 
 
 
Growth:
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"The design team on behalf of Accent 
supervised the production and installation 

of relevant furniture sections. 
 

...provided excellent service and showed an 

unusually high level of resourcefulness. 
 Where call-backs or servicing has been 

required the response has been prompt and 

efficient.  
 

...exceptionally high level of service and 

would be an asset to any construction 

project." - Ryan

"Accent helped us go through the floor plan 

for the new office, and really provided 

advice that made us comfortable with them. 
 

We were impressed with the 

professionalism that your office had. 
 

Now several months after the completion of 
our purchases, we still can get help with any 

issues that we may have, and your service is 

something that we really appreciate.  You 

have surpassed our expectations and 

continue to make us please with our 
decisions." - Kyle

Testimonials

Our passion for excellence is evident in everything we do...
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Refinement 

Redefined



RECEPTION
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RECEPTION
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Reception Desks

Soft Seating

Create spaces where people actually 

want to sit and wait. 
 

Make first impressions count with a welcoming reception desk.  Let Accent's design team help you 

find a reception desk to welcome your visitors.  



RECEPTION
Reception Desk 

Reception Desk with Storage

Corner reception station with extended 

radius corner
Raised bowed transaction tops
Rear storage with aluminum framed glass 

doors
3 drawer file cabinets

Three sided corner reception desk
Translucent panels on corner
Tackable fabric inside reception counters
Box Box File Pedestal and Combination 

Pedestal
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RECEPTION
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Attessa Modular Seating

Cassia Lounge

Occasional Tables

Engineered plywood construction 

reinforced by steel bracketing for 
enhanced structural integrity
Powder-coated steel frame
Available in a variety of sizes, shapes 

and heights

Modular lounge seating 

and tables designed to 

suit a wide range of 
spaces 

Attessa is built to serve 

high-traffic, public areas

Cassia's sleek, linear profile gives off 
a fashionable, contemporary vibe
Steel framework provides enhanced 

structural integrity
Low-profile nylon glides protect 
floors from damage
Available in one, two or three seat 
options

One Seat Lounge             Two Seat Lounge               Inside Corner Seat          Outside Corner Seat             Corner Bench             One Seat Bench                     Two Seat Bench                           Corner Table               Square Table
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OPEN PLAN OFFICE
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OPEN PLAN OFFICE
Workshelf

Parkway

Combining power, creative storage and 

floating desk tops, Workshelf is design 

driven yet still very functional and 

affordable. 

  5 

Parkway is designed around a center support, this gives it the ability to have minimal legs to give 

maximum flexibility.  



OPEN PLAN OFFICE
UpSide Height Adjustable Desks

Multistation

Encourage movement and promote 

efficient posture effortlessly by 

working at varying levels of comfort 

 

Let Accent's design team help you 

integrate adjustable height into your 
existing desks.  
 

Multiple-user workstations or private offices within an open space is what Multistation does well.
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OPEN PLAN OFFICE
Lavaro

Liberty

Moda

Sketch

Liberty

Lumbar support adjusts by simply lifting and 

lowering the lumbar pad. 
Available with, adjustable arms, fixed arms or 
no arms
Seatslide option adjusts seat depth
High grade polyurethane foam covers a 

contoured injection molded seat panel. 

Pivoting backrest adjusts to the changing 

needs of the spine

Form-sensing mesh back creates body-fitting 

contours and self-adjusting lumbar support for 

a customized fit

Adjustable height arms

One touch pneumatic seat height adjustment
Multi-function control with forward tilt, tilt and 

tilt tension
Height and width adjustable arms
Available in High or Mid Back
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Pneumatic seat-height adjustment 
Five-position tilt lock
Adjustable tilt-tension control
Dual-density foam conforms to your body for 
all-day comfort and support
Fixed loop or four-way adjustable arms



COLLABORATION
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COLLABORATION
Kozmic Collaborative Seating

Highway

Kozmic was designed to be a 

versatile, multi-use product for open 

gathering spaces - it's great for 
collaborative meetings, to power up 

devices or for some focused, heads 

down time
Electrical components with USB 

charging and standard plus are 

available and can be placed in a 

variety of places
Available in a variety of shapes and 

sizes to create a collaboration spot for 
your team

Elegantly simple collaborative, 

bar and counter height, work 

table program.  

Highway features optional easy- 

access surface-embedded or 

under work surface power/data 

ports. 

Mobile Whiteboard
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Magnetic porcelain surface on each 

side of the board

Sturdy pivoting mechanism allows 

easy use of both sides of the board

Casters allow for easy board mobility

Wide variety of sizes available



COLLABORATION
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Mio Collaborative Table

Live Guest Chair

Generous proportions accommodate every 

body type

Injection-molded shroud under the seat 

enhances style and stackability

Stacks up to 4 high on the floor

Distinctive flowing frame design

Available with or without arms

Available with glides or casters

Pneumatic seat height adjustment with 

separate back and seat tilt and tilt tension 

adjustments
Seat depth adjustment
Height and depth adjustable armrests with 

pivoting arm pads
Available in upholstered or mesh back

Mio collaborative tables are versatile and 

highly functional.

Embraces the evolving work culture and 

adapts to any style or application

Available at desk or bar height

Double power grommet, Power/Data Oasis, 

HDMI collaborative technology or Getaway 

Portable Technology available.

T51 Task Chair
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COLLABORATION

Quello

Pilium Ply

Molded beach ply seat is gently shaped to 

support the human body
Scaled to provide comfort for a range of body 

types
Sturdy chrome-plated steel frame
Generous seat size
Well-placed foot rest
Supports users up to 250lbs 

Aesthetic with a practical twist
Vertical slot in the back gives it a sleek, 
contemporary look
Available in Bar height, Cafe height, or 
Standard height
Padded seat or padded seat and back are 

available
Supports users up to 300lbs 
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Bambini Soft Seating

Flexible comfort - add and subtract to make a 

seat for everyone
Upholstered in vinyl
Soft edges and supportive foam construction.
Light and mobile, allows user-configuration.



EXECUTIVE SUITES
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EXECUTIVE SUITES
Premier

Create
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Premier has elegant lines and a smart 
appearance, highlighted by a unique mix of all 
the most modern and advance materials.
Let Accent's design team help you build the 

office that works for you. 

Create Office Platform is a 

dynamically elegant single source 

platform on which four distinctive 

office design applications are built.  

Creating work environments 

perfectly tailored to individual tasks.  

 

Slim, elegantly curved profile that fits the 

natural curve of the body

Dynamic lumbar support responds to users's 

movements

Height-adjustable pneumatic cylinder

Height, depth, and pivot adjustable arms

High grade polyurethane foam covers an 

injection molded seat panel

Back constructed with an injection 

polypropylene inner and outer panel

Back styles available upholstered or mesh 

back

T51 Executive Task Chair

Lavaro Guest Chair



BOARDROOM / TRAINING ROOM
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BOARDROOM / TRAINING ROOM
Conference Table

Conferencing can take place in dynamic ways.  Let Accent's design team help you create a room to 

get the job done. 

Ask us about tables that integrate with wall systems to create a complete package. 
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BOARDROOM / TRAINING ROOM
Training Room Tables

The innovative flip table 

supports modern work 

dynamics as a superb 

choice for conference, 
office, meeting or 
training rooms.
Available with a flip-top, 
adjustable height, fixed 

height, and bar height to 

give you endless 

possibilities
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Lavaro Conference Chair

Synchronous tilt control allows the back and 

seat to move in a synchronized motion
Free float feature allows the chair to tilt freely
Back angle can be locked in infinite position
Arm pads are soft black polyurethane
Contoured seat and back for comfort



BOARDROOM / TRAINING ROOM
Sketch Conference Chair

Lectern

Presentation Board

Media Cart

Present anywhere with this mobile lectern, 

simply roll in place and start presenting.

Sloped top with lip for notes to rest on

Available with a variety of lower storage 

options to suit your presentation needs

Visual display board with whiteboard back and 

optional whiteboard and tackboard mounted 

inside doors
Ideal for any boardroom/training room setting
Wide range of sizes and styles available

Presentation made easy in today's world where 

a screen may be required
Casters allow for easy mobility
Different styles available
Most sizes of TV screens can be mounted to 

the Media Cart
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Mesh-mid back, upholstered mid and high 

back option
Dual-density foam conforms to your body for 
all-day comfort and support
Choose from four ergonomic comfort-control 
mechanisms
Built-in lumbar support. 
Pneumatic seat-height adjustment



CAFE / BREAK ROOM
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 CAFE / BREAK ROOM
Cafe / Break Room

Mobile Whiteboard

Civitas Cafe Table
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Pull up a chair and 

take a break.   
 

Let Accent's design 

team help you 

create a cafe / 

breakroom for your 
collaborative 

workplace.



CAFE / BREAK ROOM
Analogy Seating

With an ergonomically contoured shell, the 

Analogy Series seating offers a high-value 

seating option
Comfortable one-piece seat shell 
composed of durable polypropylene plastic
Unique seat scoop design and flexible 

molded plastic ribs to relieve back strain
Available in standard or cafe height
ANSI/BIFMA tested and approved

Sage Seating 

One piece, injection molded polypropylene 

plastic shell

Ergonomically contoured with a gently 

flexing back

Gently sloping waterfall front

Cafe height stool has a foot rest bar

Available in standard or cafe height

ANSI/BIFMA tested and approved

Zuma Seating

Comfortable sculpted shell with supportive 

backrest
Flexible thoracic area and gentle lumbar 
swell
Ergonomically contoured one-piece 

molded polypropylene seat
Gently sloping waterfall front
Cafe height stool has a foot rest bar
Available in standard or cafe height
ANSI/BIFMA tested and approved
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CAFE / BREAK ROOM
Cafe Tables

Mobile Whiteboard

Civitas Cafe Table
Tulip Cafe Table

Civitas Cafe Table
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Particleboard core top

Laminate surface with 

balancing back sheet

Available in round, square or 

rectangle

Available in standard or 

standing height

Particleboard core top
Laminate surface with 

balancing back sheet
Available in round, square 

or squirecle
Available in standard, bar 
height and standing 

height

Particleboard core top

Laminate surface with 

balancing back sheet

Available in round, square or 

squircle

Available in standard, bar 

height and standing height



ERGONOMICS
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ERGONOMICS
Articulating Keyboard Tray

Single Adjustable Monitor Arm

Double Adjustable Monitor Arm

Laptop Holder

Intuitive height adjustment that require no 

locks, levers or controls

Dial-a-tilt positioning that allows you to type at 

the angle most comfortable for you

Ultra-thin profile to provide maximum knee 

clearance

Supports 95% of monitors in use today

Integrated cable management hides cables 

within the arm

Removable 180 degree stop protects walls 

and panels

Supports 95% of monitors in use today 

Monitors move independently from each other

Height and angle adjustable arm

Integrated cable management

Dramatically improves user comfort and 

reduces the risk of long-term injury by 

promoting good ergonomic posture while 

using a laptop computer

One-touch 360-degree swivel base for efficient 

collaboration and screen sharing
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ERGONOMICS
CPU Holder

Hokki Stool

Freedom Saddle Stool

The CPU Holder allows users to securely 

store hardware under the desk, so it's off the 

work surface and off the floor.

Rotates a full 360 degrees for easy access to 

cables and ports, while also protecting the 

unit from dirt and other workplace hazards

The triangular cushion of the Saddle Stool 

encourages users to sit with their thighs lower, 

opens up the hips and allows for increased 

circulation.

The design of the cushion allows for multiple 

sitting positions and delivers ultimate comfort 

no matter the work environment

People who need to fidget and be in constant 

movement will gain great benefit by sitting on 

a Hokki Stool  The Hokki Stool facilitates free 

mobility under controlled conditions thanks to 

rounded set-down surfaces which stimulate 

the full apparatus of movement 

Other people who are somewhat lethargic will 

be stimulate by keeping their core engaged, 

thus enabling proper blood flow and 

circulation to the brain.  
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ERGONOMICS
Height Adjustable Desks

People who spend most of their waking hours doing sedentary tasks are at higher risk of 

adverse health outcome even if they exercise the same amounts as those with less sedentary 

lifestyle.

 Reduction in sitting time correlates significantly with improved outcomes for upper back and 

neck pain as well as various mood states.

Standing desks can also save hard costs to employers.  There is a quick return on investment 

with height adjustable workstations as health and safety costs are saved and employee 

productivity is increased.

Standing burns 60 more calories per hour than 

sitting and can help reduce the risk of obesity, 

cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and premature 

mortality

Standing also encourages movement that our 

bodies need for adequate blood circulation

Standing itself is no better then sitting, it is rather 

the ability to both, sit and stand during work 

hours which will improve a person's health
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Accent projects... 
             ...some of them:

Calm Air

BDO Canada LLP

Arrowquip

Western Environmental

Maric Homes

The Co-operators

Great-West Life

Your next project

Ontario

North Dakota

Minnesota

Think of Accent for: 

Workstations 

Reception Area 

Board & Conference Rooms 

Executive Casegoods 

Training Rooms

Filing Systems 

Ergonomic Seating 

Storage Solutions 

Space Planning & Design 

Project Managment 

Phone   800.665.9378 

Fax         866.296.4569 

info@accentenvironments.com 

www.accentenvironments.com 

Head Office 

#211 -2nd Ave North 

Stonewall, Manitoba R0C 2Z0 
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